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Just a couple of weeks into assuming his new role as Administrator of FEMA Region II, Jerome Hatfield was feeling
fortunate that a predicted nor’easter that swept up the East Coast had failed to live up to its ominous billing. Knowing
he won’t always be that lucky, Hatfield’s mission is to have the region as prepared as possible to respond to
whatever disasters may arise. He’s ready for the challenge.
Hatfield is a graduate of the Naval Postgraduate School Executive Leaders Program who goes to FEMA with 27
years of combined law enforcement and emergency management experience. He will oversee a region
encompassing the states of New Jersey and New York as well as the Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico.
New Jersey placed its emergency management office within the State Police in the early 1980s. As a lieutenant
colonel with that agency, he commanded more than 800 enlisted, professional and administrative staff.
“We were able to cross-pollinate both communities to integrate a strategy that afforded the opportunity to look at risk
crisis management and consequence management all at the same time,” said Hatfield. “We were able to develop
robust capabilities for the state almost on a 24/7 basis.”
During his tenure he responded to events inside and outside the Garden State, including deploying after the 9/11
attacks and in support of Hurricane Katrina response efforts in 2005. He was designated incident commander during
Operation LEAD (Louisiana Emergency Assistance Deployment).
“After working with the Guard and the state police, volunteers from all over, and with city of New Orleans, we
understood walking away that this nation is rich in capability and resources and that we were obligated to create
relationships and partnerships prior to the onset of the next event,” Hatfield observed. “It is about building bridges
and creating partnerships, understanding we can stand shoulder to shoulder with diversity of institutions and
organizations that are duty-bound to support the interests of others.”
In March 2006 the state established its Office of Homeland Security and Preparedness that integrated emergency
management as well as homeland security functions with existing operations at the State Police.
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“I came on board with my eyes and ears wide open,” Hatfield said. “I saw this as an opportunity to harness all of the
resources, capabilities and institutions readily available in this region to provide support to all events. It is clearly one
of the most threat prone regions in the United States. It’s a great opportunity to data-mine a very rich theater
representing the best capabilities this nation has to offer.”
Completing the CHDS Executive Leadership program complemented his abundant years of experience and affirmed
his emphasis on collaboration and building force multipliers for response and recovery.
“The diversity of the faculty, the students in the classroom and their life experiences, coupled with the ability to have
thought-provoking discussions lends understanding that we are living in a world of when and if,” he noted. “The
campus is part of the force multiplication that is necessary for this nation to take on the next national crisis.”
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